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Grade 7 ELA
Spring 2018 Item Release
Content Summary and Answer Key
Question
No.*

1

2

Item
Type

Multiple
Choice

EvidenceBased
Selected
Response

Points

C

1 point

C; B

2 points

A, B

1 point

A

1 point

Informational

Analyze the structure an author
uses to organize a text, including
how the major sections
contribute to the whole and to
the development of the ideas.

D

1 point

Informational

Determine two or more central
ideas in a text and analyze their
development over the course of
the text; provide an objective
summary of the text.

A; D

2 points

Informational

Informational

3

MultiSelect

Informational

4

Multiple
Choice

Informational

5

Multiple
Choice

6

EvidenceBased
Selected
Response

Content
Standard
Determine the meaning of words
and phrases as they are used in
a text, including figurative,
connotative, and technical
meanings; analyze the impact of
a specific word choice on
meaning and tone.

Answer
Key

Topic

Analyze the interactions
between individuals, events, and
ideas in a text (e.g., how ideas
influence individuals or events, or
how individuals influence ideas
or events).
Cite several pieces of textual
evidence to support analysis of
what the text says explicitly as
well as inferences drawn from
the text.
Determine the meaning of words
and phrases as they are used in
a text, including figurative,
connotative, and technical
meanings; analyze the impact of
a specific word choice on
meaning and tone.

* The question number matches the item number in the Item Level Report in the
Online Reporting System. The items are numbered sequentially in the practice site.

iii (2018)

Grade 7 ELA
Spring 2018 Item Release
Content Summary and Answer Key
Question
No.*
32

33

Item
Type
Multiple
Choice

Multiple
Choice

34

MultiSelect

35

Multiple
Choice

36

Multiple
Choice

Content
Standard

Answer
Key

Points

Literary

Demonstrate understanding of
figurative language, word
relationships, and nuances in
word meanings.

B

1 point

Literary

Compare and contrast a
fictional portrayal of a time,
place, or character and a
historical account of the same
period as a means of
understanding how authors of
fiction use or alter history.

D

1 point

Literary

Determine a theme or central
idea of a text and analyze its
development over the course of
the text; provide an objective
summary of the text.

A, D, F

1 point

Literary

Analyze how a drama’s or
poem’s form or structure (e.g.,
soliloquy, sonnet) contributes to
its meaning.

C

1 point

Literary

Determine the meaning of
words and phrases as they are
used in a text, including
figurative and connotative
meanings; analyze the impact
of rhymes and other repetitions
of sounds (e.g., alliteration) on a
specific verse or stanza of a
poem or section of a story or
drama.

B

1 point

Topic

* The question number matches the item number in the Item Level Report in the
Online Reporting System. The items are numbered sequentially in the practice site.

iv (2018)

Grade 7 ELA
Spring 2018 Item Release
Content Summary and Answer Key
Question
No.*

37

38

Item
Type
EvidenceBased
Selected
Response

Extended
Response

Content
Standard

Answer
Key

Points

Literary

Compare and contrast a
fictional portrayal of a time,
place, or character and a
historical account of the same
period as a means of
understanding how authors of
fiction use or alter history.

C; B, F

2 points

Writing

Write informative/explanatory
texts to examine a topic and
convey ideas, concepts, and
information through the
selection, organization, and
analysis of relevant content.

---

10 points

Topic

* The question number matches the item number in the Item Level Report in the
Online Reporting System. The items are numbered sequentially in the practice site.

v (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Stimulus for Questions 1 – 6

1 (2018)

Stimulus for Questions 1 – 6

2 (2018)

3 (2018)

1317

4 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 1
Question and Scoring Guidelines

5 (2018)

Question 1

31023

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Informational
Content Standard: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
they are used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and
technical meanings; analyze the impact of a specific word choice
on meaning and tone.

6 (2018)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. While the author is appreciative overall
of Gutenberg's invention and contribution to society, the tone established in
paragraph 1 is gloomy, not appreciative.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. While the rest of the passage is critical
of the actions of Fust and Schöffer, the word choice in paragraph 1 does not
create a critical tone.
Rationale for Option C: Key – The word choice establishes the environment
outside as gloomy and relates it to the emotional state of Gutenberg and the
disappointing verdict about the press.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. While the rest of the passage does
have some inspirational elements in terms of the impact of Gutenberg's
invention, paragraph 1 does not create an inspirational tone.

Sample Response: 1 point

7 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 2
Question and Scoring Guidelines

9 (2018)

Question 2

31019

Points Possible: 2
Topic: Informational
Content Standard: Analyze the interactions between individuals,
events, and ideas in a text (e.g., how ideas influence individuals or
events, or how individuals influence ideas or events).

10 (2018)

Scoring Guidelines
Part A
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. While paragraph 2 identifies Fust as
having been partnered with Gutenberg early in the development of the press,
it does not support the idea that Fust was one of his first employees.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. While Fust does ask the judge for
ownership of Gutenberg's invention and products, there is no evidence in the
text to suggest that he does so out of spite or jealousy.
Rationale for Option C: Key – Paragraph 2 establishes Fust as a direct investor
in Gutenberg’s work, which required a great deal of money and supplies to
progress.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. While Fust ultimately took ownership of
Gutenberg’s business, the passage does not suggest he accepted this role
because Gutenberg could no longer complete the work.
Part B
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. This sentence suggests that Fust
wanted control of Gutenberg's work, but does not suggest that he helped to
finance Gutenberg's work.
Rationale for Option B: Key – This sentence shows how Gutenberg needed
money from Fust to fund the operations for creating his printing press and
producing books.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. While this may support how Fust
completed the work that Gutenberg began, it is stating this as a result of his
ownership of the press rather than as a result of Gutenberg’s inability to finish
himself.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. This sentence suggests that Fust
profited from Gutenberg's work, but does not suggest that he did so because
he helped to finance that work.

11 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 2
Sample Responses

13 (2018)

Sample Response: 2 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives full credit (2 points) because the
correct answer was selected in Part A and Part B.

14 (2018)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point) because the
correct answer was selected in Part A, but an incorrect
answer was selected in Part B.

15 (2018)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point) because the
correct answer was selected in Part A, but an incorrect
answer was selected in Part B.

16 (2018)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points) because the
answer selected in Part A is incorrect. Although the answer
selected in Part B is correct, in order to receive credit for this
item, students must select the correct answer in Part A.

17 (2018)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points) because the
answer selected in Part A is incorrect, and the answer
selected in Part B is incorrect.

18 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 3
Question and Scoring Guidelines

19 (2018)

Question 3

31032

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Informational
Content Standard: Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support
analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn
from the text.

20 (2018)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for First Option: Key – This sentence reflects the commitment that
Gutenberg displayed in creating the press, exhausting a great portion of his
life and all his wealth in its development.
Rationale for Second Option: Key – This sentence shows how incredible
Gutenberg felt the press would be and his expectations for the size of its
impact on the world.
Rationale for Third Option: This is incorrect. While the sentence shows a high
degree of investment on Gutenberg's part, it only reflects the needs of the
press rather than the idea that he considered the printing press his greatest
achievement.
Rationale for Fourth Option: This is incorrect. While the sentence shows the
far-reaching impact, it fails to support the idea that Gutenberg considered the
printing press his greatest achievement.
Rationale for Fifth Option: This is incorrect. While the sentence shows that
Gutenberg has been credited with one of the “greatest inventions of all time”,
this shows how history and human society consider the printing press rather
than how Gutenberg thought of it.

21 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 3
Sample Responses

23 (2018)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives full credit (1 point) because both
correct answers are selected. For this item, a full credit
(1 point) response includes:
•

•

“He had poured more than 20 years of his life and his
entire fortune into his printing press.” (paragraph 3)
AND
“The press was just what he wanted it to be – a
remarkable invention that would serve mankind. . .”
(paragraph 3).

24 (2018)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points) because the
second answer selected is incorrect. Although the first answer
selected is correct, in order to receive credit for this item,
students must select both correct answer options. No partial
credit is awarded for this item type.

25 (2018)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points) because both of
the answers selected are incorrect. In order to receive credit
for this item, students must select both correct answer
options.

26 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 4
Question and Scoring Guidelines

27 (2018)

Question 4

31021

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Informational
Content Standard: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
they are used in a text, including figurative, connotative, and
technical meanings; analyze the impact of a specific word choice
on meaning and tone.

28 (2018)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for Option A: Key – Gutenberg is deeply disappointed about the loss
of his press, which he believes is imminent given his assistants' expressions, and
is affected to the core of his being by it.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. While Gutenberg could be angry
about the verdict, the context does not suggest he has a violent temper
about it.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. While this could be an annoying
situation, Gutenberg does not shiver or feel such a shudder because he is
annoyed.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. While Gutenberg might be alarmed in
general and we know some of his employees would spread the press, the text
does not suggest the assistants in this case had intentions toward the press.

Sample Response: 1 point

29 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 5
Question and Scoring Guidelines

31 (2018)

Question 5

31024

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Informational
Content Standard: Analyze the structure an author uses to organize a
text, including how the major sections contribute to the whole and
to the development of the ideas.

32 (2018)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. While the paragraphs ultimately show
the result of the court case and its effect on Gutenberg, the author does not
suggest that the legal system was flawed.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. While the paragraphs proceed
somewhat sequentially, they switch between time periods and do not
describe how the press was made over time.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. While the paragraphs discuss
Gutenberg’s financial partners and assistants, the author does not make
comparisons or focus on their key differences.
Rationale for Option D: Key – The author switches time periods, contrasting the
single day when Gutenberg struggled with losing his press and the historical
significance of his invention.

Sample Response: 1 point

33 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 6
Question and Scoring Guidelines

35 (2018)

Question 6

31018

Points Possible: 2
Topic: Informational
Content Standard: Determine two or more central ideas in a text and
analyze their development over the course of the text; provide an
objective summary of the text.

36 (2018)

Scoring Guidelines
Part A
Rationale for Option A: Key – The passage shows how important the press was
in shaping history and also details how Gutenberg did not benefit from its
success.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. While Fust and Schöffer did win the trial,
the passage does not suggest they were inspired to make books, but focuses
on how they took credit for the invention and profited from it.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. While the passage does suggest that
there has been some debate among historians as to who invented the printing
press, it says most agree it was Gutenberg. This isn't the central focus or idea of
the passage.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. While the passage states that
Gutenberg spent a large part of life creating the printing press, there is no
evidence to support the idea that he spent time influencing others to use it.
Part B
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. The text suggests having more books
and more knowledge changed society dramatically, suggesting it does not
question their significance, and it does not relate this to a greater idea in the
text.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. While the text describes the impact of
books, it does not suggest people were excited about the press.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. While the text does briefly outline
Gutenberg's relationships with his assistants and creditors, it does not examine
these in detail nor relate them to a central idea.
Rationale for Option D: Key – The author describes the impact the press had
on society and its history with Gutenberg, who was not recognized or
compensated in his time.

37 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 6
Sample Responses

39 (2018)

Sample Response: 2 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives full credit (2 points) because the
correct answer was selected in Part A and Part B.

40 (2018)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point) because the
correct answer was selected in Part A, but an incorrect
answer was selected in Part B.

41 (2018)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point) because the
correct answer was selected in Part A, but an incorrect
answer was selected in Part B.

42 (2018)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points) because the
answer selected in Part A is incorrect. Although the answer
selected in Part B is correct, in order to receive credit for this
item, students must select the correct answer in Part A.

43 (2018)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points) because the
answer selected in Part A is incorrect, and the answer
selected in Part B is incorrect.

44 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Stimulus for Questions 32 – 38

45 (2018)

Stimulus for Questions 32 – 38

46 (2018)

47 (2018)

48 (2018)

1461

49 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 32
Question and Scoring Guidelines

51 (2018)

Question 32

31444

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Literary
Content Standard: Demonstrate understanding of figurative
language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.

52 (2018)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. Though a wall can be a barrier, in this
case it is used figuratively to describe the wind itself.
Rationale for Option B: Key – The figurative phrase shows the force and
sudden arrival of the "flying soil."
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. Though the passage mentions a joke
about animals in the air with dust, and flying is part of the phrase, this is not the
meaning.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. Though a wall can protect or keep
something out, the word is figurative here, and this answer indicates a
misreading of the text.

Sample Response: 1 point

53 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 33
Question and Scoring Guidelines

55 (2018)

Question 33

31425

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Literary
Content Standard: Compare and contrast a fictional portrayal of a
time, place, or character and a historical account of the same
period as a means of understanding how authors of fiction use or
alter history.

56 (2018)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. Though the poem focuses on one
particular family, it does not suggest the storms brought families closer than
they were before.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. While the poem makes the events
more personal, its point of view does not contradict anything in Passage 1.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. While the poem does not describe as
many ways as Passage 1 that the storm damaged farms and people's
livelihoods, both passages emphasize how damaging the storms were.
Rationale for Option D: Key – The poem makes the challenges of facing the
dust more personal and illustrates the struggle directly.

Sample Response: 1 point

57 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 34
Question and Scoring Guidelines

59 (2018)

Question 34

31446

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Literary
Content Standard: Determine a theme or central idea of a text and
analyze its development over the course of the text; provide an
objective summary of the text.

60 (2018)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for First Option: Key – The threat to the family farm posed by the dust
storm is an important idea to include in a summary of the poem.
Rationale for Second Option: This is incorrect. Though the speaker describes
being in bed and sensing the storm before it comes, this is a detail and
shouldn't be included in a summary.
Rationale for Third Option: This is incorrect. Though this takes place in the
poem, it is a detail and not a main idea or event that should be included in a
summary of the poem.
Rationale for Fourth Option: Key – The daughter observing the storm
destroying the family's crops is an important moment in the poem and shows
the power of the storm and the impact on the family.
Rationale for Fifth Option: This is incorrect. Though this event takes place in the
poem, it is a detail and not a key element that should be included in a
summary.
Rationale for Sixth Option: Key – The family's emotions and resolve throughout
the poem are summed up with this sentence.

61 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 34
Sample Responses

63 (2018)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives full credit (1 point) because all three
correct answers are selected. For this item, a full credit
(1 point) response includes:
•
•
•

The dust storm threatens the family’s farm.
AND
The daughter watches the dust cover everything.
AND
The family struggles to defend the farm from the dust
storm.

64 (2018)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points). In order to receive
credit for this item, students must select all three correct
answers. While the first answer selected is correct, the second
answer selected is incorrect, and no third answer choice was
selected. No partial credit is awarded for this item type.

65 (2018)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points). In order to receive
credit for this item, students must select all three correct
answers. While the third answer selected is correct, the other
two answers selected are incorrect. No partial credit is
awarded for this item type.

66 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 35
Question and Scoring Guidelines

67 (2018)

Question 35

31428

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Literary
Content Standard: Analyze how a drama’s or poem’s form or
structure (e.g., soliloquy, sonnet) contributes to its meaning.

68 (2018)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. Though this is the basic structure, the
short lines build the pace rather than slowing it.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. This stanza is not particularly short
compared to the other stanzas.
Rationale for Option C: Key – The short lines help build the suspense, illustrating
the anticipation the speaker describes.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. The commas may indicate pauses, but
the speaker is very certain in these lines and throughout the poem.

Sample Response: 1 point

69 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 36
Question and Scoring Guidelines

71 (2018)

Question 36

31430

Points Possible: 1
Topic: Literary
Content Standard: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as
they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative
meanings; analyze the impact of rhymes and other repetitions of
sounds (e.g., alliteration) on a specific verse or stanza of a poem or
section of a story or drama.

72 (2018)

Scoring Guidelines
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. Though the wind is compared to a
train, the focus here is on its power rather than on particular external
characteristics such as being loud or hot.
Rationale for Option B: Key – The figurative use of this phrase illustrates how
fast and powerful the wind was. This is supported by the speaker's reaction of
fleeing to the house in the next lines.
Rationale for Option C: This is incorrect. This is a false literal interpretation of the
figurative phrase.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. Though the speaker flees toward the
house, she does not fear a literal crash of the wind or damage to the house.

Sample Response: 1 point

73 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 37
Question and Scoring Guidelines

75 (2018)

Question 37

31423

Points Possible: 2
Topic: Literary
Content Standard: Compare and contrast a fictional portrayal of a
time, place, or character and a historical account of the same
period as a means of understanding how authors of fiction use or
alter history.

76 (2018)

Scoring Guidelines
Part A
Rationale for Option A: This is incorrect. Though the characters in Passage 2
are grateful for the snow, it is not portrayed as a miracle, and Passage 1 does
not focus on this aspect of life.
Rationale for Option B: This is incorrect. Though Passage 1 explains how people
worked to solve the dust bowl crisis, Passage 2 does not show a plan but a
reaction.
Rationale for Option C: Key – In both passages, the people experiencing the
dust storms do so with determination and resilience.
Rationale for Option D: This is incorrect. Though people are portrayed as trying
desperately to avoid the dust in Passage 1 and combat it in Passage 2, they
are not portrayed as fearful of difficulties but as meeting them head on.
Part B
Rationale for First Option: This is incorrect. Although farmers appear in both
passages, the farmers in Passage 2 are not portrayed as carving out greater
fields. The farm in Passage 2 is a dust-era farm, whereas this description in
Passage 1 describes pre-dust era practices.
Rationale for Second Option: Key – The fact that people kept their humor
displays their steadfast resilience.
Rationale for Third Option: This is incorrect. This may support the false option in
Part A about making a plan, but it is just a fact in Passage 1.
Rationale for Fourth Option: This is incorrect. This may seem to support the false
option in Part A about making a plan, but it is, in fact, a reaction rather than a
plan to solve the dust crisis.
Rationale for Fifth Option: This is incorrect. This may support the false option in
Part A about small miracles, but this is not present in Passage 1.
Rationale for Sixth Option: Key – The fact that the characters in the poem resist
crying shows their steadfast determination.

77 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 37
Sample Responses

79 (2018)

Sample Response: 2 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives full credit (2 points) because the
correct answer was selected in Part A, as well as the correct
answers in Part B.

80 (2018)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point) because the
correct answer was selected in Part A. In Part B the second
answer selected was incorrect so no credit is awarded for
Part B.

81 (2018)

Sample Response: 1 point

Notes on Scoring
This response receives partial credit (1 point) because the
correct answer was selected in Part A. In Part B, the first
answer selected was incorrect so no credit is awarded for
Part B.

82 (2018)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points) because the
answer selected in Part A is incorrect. While the answers
selected in Part B are correct, Part A must be correct for
credit to be awarded on this item type.

83 (2018)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points) because the
answer selected in Part A is incorrect. Part A must be correct
for credit to be awarded on this item type.

84 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 38
Question and Scoring Guidelines

85 (2018)

Question 38

31978

Points Possible: 10
Topic: Writing
Content Standard: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a
topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through the
selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.
86 (2018)

Scoring Guidelines

87 (2018)

88 (2018)

Grade 7
English Language Arts
Spring 2018 Item Release
Question 38
Sample Responses

89 (2018)

Sample Response: 8 points

90 (2018)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
3 points in Purpose, Focus, and Organization. The response is
adequately sustained and generally focused within the
purpose, audience and task. It has a clear controlling idea
(“There are many ways that the ‘Dust Bowl’ effected many
individuals both personally and emotionally”). The response
has an evident organizational structure with a sense of
completeness (body paragraph 1 describes how some
people were affected personally and body paragraph 2 how
some people were impacted emotionally). The student
demonstrates multiple times the ability to use a variety of
transitional strategies to clarify the relationships between and
among ideas. The response has an adequate and logical
progression of ideas from beginning to end.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives 3 points in
Evidence and Elaboration. The response has generally
integrated relevant evidence for the controlling main idea
that includes the use of sources, facts, and details. Specific
evidence from both passages is generally integrated with
appropriate, accurate citations. The student demonstrates an
ability to effectively use elaborative techniques. The response
has an adequate expression of ideas, employing a mix of
general and precise language. The sentence structure has
some variation and variety utilizing vocabulary appropriate
for audience and purpose.
Conventions – This response receives 2 points in Conventions.
The response demonstrates an adequate command of basic
conventions.

91 (2018)

Sample Response: 8 points

92 (2018)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This is an example of a
shorter response that is sufficient and is a 3 in Purpose, Focus,
and Organization. This response is adequately sustained and
generally focused within the purpose, audience and task. An
appropriate, clear controlling idea (impact of the Dust Bowl)
is maintained throughout the response. An adequate use of a
variety of transitional strategies to clarify relationships
between and among ideas is demonstrated. The response
has a sufficient introduction and conclusion with an
adequate progression of ideas from beginning to end. The
organizational structure is evident, creating a sense of
completeness.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives 3 points in
Evidence and Elaboration. This response provides adequate
support utilizing general relevant information from the text
and then integrating that evidence into the organizational
structure. An adequate expression of ideas is demonstrated
employing a mix of precise and general language.
Conventions – This response receives 2 points in Conventions.
The response demonstrates an adequate command of basic
conventions.

93 (2018)

Sample Response: 8 points

94 (2018)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – While the amount of text
provided in this response is limited, it is succinctly written and
clearly organized. It has a clear controlling idea that is
adequately sustained and generally focused within the
purpose, audience and task. There is an adequate use of
transitional strategies clarifying relationships between and
among ideas. The progression of ideas from beginning to end
is sufficient with a short but adequate introduction and
conclusion. What is demonstrated in this response is
determined to be sufficient and receives a 3 in Purpose,
Focus, and Organization.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives 3 points in
Evidence and Elaboration. The response has generally
integrated and relevant evidence for the controlling main
idea that includes the use of sources, facts and details.
Specific evidence from both passages is generally integrated
with appropriate and accurate citations. The student
demonstrates an ability to effectively use elaborative
techniques. The response has an adequate expression of
ideas, employing a mix of general and precise language. The
sentence structure has some variation and variety utilizing
vocabulary appropriate for the audience and purpose.
Conventions – This response receives 2 points in Conventions.
The response demonstrates an adequate command of basic
conventions.

95 (2018)

Sample Response: 6 points

96 (2018)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
2 points in Purpose, Focus, and Organization. The response
has a controlling idea that is somewhat sustained (“The Dust
Bowl impacted many families and brought changes to the
Midwest.”). There is an uneven progression of ideas from
beginning to end with an inadequate conclusion that is not
complete. There are a few transitional strategies. The material
within the body paragraph is loosely related to the controlling
idea but this leads to an inconsistent organizational structure.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives 2 points in
Evidence and Elaboration. There is a somewhat purposeful
selection of evidence, though the evidence is mostly text
pulled from the sources with little elaboration. There is a weak
expression of ideas because not much source material is
used as support for the main idea of the response.
Conventions – This response receives 2 points in Conventions.
The response demonstrates an adequate command of basic
conventions.

97 (2018)

Sample Response: 6 points

98 (2018)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
2 points in Purpose, Focus, and Organization. The response
has a somewhat sustained controlling idea. The student writes
that the Dust Bowl made it hard to survive. The paper has an
inconsistent organizational structure which leads to a weak
progression of ideas. Adding to the weak progression is a
poor conclusion. Few transitional strategies are used (“In the
first”, “Another”).
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives 2 points in
Evidence and Elaboration. Cursory evidence is given with
partial use of sources, facts and details. Some evidence from
the sources is discussed. The evidence given is in the form of
quotes. Following the quotes is a brief comment that applies
to all of the quotes. This leads to a weak and simplistic
expression of ideas.
Conventions – This response receives 2 points in Conventions.
The response demonstrates an adequate command of basic
conventions.

99 (2018)

Sample Response: 5 points

100 (2018)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
2 points in Purpose, Focus, and Organization. The response
has a weak controlling idea (that people react to dust storms
in different ways). It is somewhat sustained by the student
using source summaries to illustrate the main idea. Since the
main idea is not more specific, it is up to the reader to make
this connection. The introduction is minimal as it simply states
the controlling idea. The conclusion for this response is
similarly minimal and inadequate. There is a weak progression
of ideas from beginning to end. There are few transitional
strategies used, (“later on”, “After”, “while”, “In conclusion”).
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives 2 points in
Evidence and Elaboration. Since the response has a weak
controlling idea, the evidence is cursory and weakly
integrated. The evidence is used in the form of source
summaries with a weak elaboration of the facts. This leads to
a weak expression of ideas.
Conventions – This response receives 1 point in Conventions.
The response demonstrates a partial command of basic
conventions.

101 (2018)

Sample Response: 4 points

102 (2018)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
1 point in Purpose, Focus, and Organization. The response is
related to the topic but has little awareness of the task. It is
about the Dust Bowl, but the task is the impact of the Dust
Bowl on individuals. The response lacks organization. The
sentences can be rearranged without compromising the
content of the response. There are few transitions.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives 1 point in
Evidence and Elaboration. The evidence used has not been
elaborated. The expression of ideas is also vague (“The
people in the southern plains experianced so many things
many people will never live to see.”). It is unclear what those
“things” were.
Conventions – This response receives 2 points in Conventions.
The response demonstrates an adequate command of basic
conventions.

103 (2018)

Sample Response: 4 points

104 (2018)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
1 point in Purpose, Focus, and Organization. The response is
related to the topic. It repeats the prompt as the main idea.
The introduction and conclusion are inadequate but the
response does have a discernible organizational structure.
However, it is difficult to know where the response ends
because the writer signals the end of the paper twice which
is confusing (“Finally” and “The last thing”). There are some
confusing or ambiguous ideas such as the SCS and how it
relates to the rest of the second body paragraph.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives 1 point in
Evidence and Elaboration. The response provides minimal
support for the controlling idea. The evidence used in the two
body paragraphs is not elaborated and the expression of the
ideas is somewhat confusing.
Conventions – This response receives 2 points in Conventions.
The response demonstrates an adequate command of basic
conventions.

105 (2018)

Sample Response: 2 points

106 (2018)

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
1 point in Purpose, Focus, and Organization. The response is
related to the topic because it is about what it was like during
the Dust Bowl, but it has little awareness of the task which was
to analyze the impact of the Dust Bowl on individuals. It has a
limited main idea (“it messed up peoples lives”). The majority
of the response is a list with few transitions to tie the items
together. There is no conclusion.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives 1 point in
Evidence and Elaboration. The response is a list of facts from
the source material which is not elaborated. Most sentences
are limited to simple constructions.
Conventions – This response receives 0 points in Conventions.
The response demonstrates a lack of command of
conventions, with frequent and severe errors often obscuring
meaning.

107 (2018)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
Purpose, Focus, and Organization – This response receives
0 points in Purpose, Focus, and Organization. This response
has no awareness of the task or purpose. There is no
controlling idea or structure.
Evidence and Elaboration – This response receives 0 points in
Evidence and Elaboration. The response is a partial statement
with a weak reference to storm. There is no evidence used
that is related to a main idea because there is no main idea.
Conventions – This response receives 0 points in Conventions.
The response demonstrates a lack of command of
conventions, with frequent and severe errors often obscuring
meaning.

108 (2018)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points) because there was
not enough original student work in comparison to text
directly copied from the prompt/passages.

109 (2018)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points) because there was
not enough original student work in comparison to text
directly copied from the prompt/passages.

110 (2018)

Sample Response: 0 points

Notes on Scoring
This response receives no credit (0 points) because there was
not enough original student work in comparison to text
directly copied from the prompt/passages.

111 (2018)
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